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Long-term operation of microbial fuel cells (MFCs) results in an electrochemical activity decline by the degradation of the anodic biofilm. In this work, an alkaline soaking treatment is proposed as an efficient and simple method for anode regeneration. The alkaline treatment was employed in a used carbon-brush anode, and its performance was compared with those of two other traditional treatment methods, i.e. air drying and carbonization. Among all the treated MFC anodes, the one treated by alkaline soaking exhibited the highest recovery rate. A series of tests including a start-up process, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and MFC performance were performed. The results show that alkaline soaking can modify the carbon fiber by introducing carboxyl groups onto the carbon surface and completely remove the aged biofilm, demonstrating that the alkaline treatment of used anodes is a practically effective method for the performance recovery of MFCs.

1 Introduction

Over the past decades, research on microbial fuel cells (MFCs) has attracted wide attention for its unique advantages to degrade organic matter in wastewater and simultaneously produce electricity by the electrochemically active bacteria (EAB). However, the power output of MFCs is still limited. The anode is a critical component of MFCs, a serves as a matrix of bacterial immobilization and a place of bioelectrochemical reaction. Among previously reported anode materials for MFCs, carbon-brush with a high specific surface area, low electrode resistance and strong biocompatibility has been considered as one of the most suitable electrodes for simultaneous power generation and wastewater treatment. The carbon-brush electrode was firstly used as an anode material in a single-chamber MFC, which achieved a high power-density of 73 W m⁻³. A 90 liter MFC stack by linking individual carbon-brush anodes in series produces enough energy to power a pumping system. When an MFC equipped with carbon-brush anodes is fed with wastewater, a high chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal efficiency is observed. Therefore, carbon-brush anodes exhibit attractive advantages in practical sewage treatment systems due to their high power-output and COD removal.

Unfortunately, during the long-term operation of MFCs, the degradation of the anodic biofilm leads to a decrease of its electrochemical activity. More importantly, inside a carbon-brush anode, a naturally metabolism-induced aged or dead biofilm is difficult to discharge, thereby increasing the transfer resistance of substrates between the interior space of the anode and the bulk solution, and further impairing the performance of MFCs. This fact may lead to the decline in electric energy recuperation of an individual MFC. What’s worse, in MFC stacks, if the oxidation current of MFC with the degraded anodes could not satisfy the needs of the higher uniform current from other MFCs, voltage reversal will occur and seriously limit energy recovery of MFC stacks. In this case, a number of deteriorated anodes need to be replaced, resulting in relatively high costs. Therefore, a cost-effective method for restoring power generation of used anodes is highly desired.

In recent years, some methods have been proposed to detach biofilm from the anode surface and achieve the performance recovery, like high shear stress. However, such physical method could only exfoliate parts of the biofilm and the remaining biofilm would hinder the formation of fresh biofilm. High-temperature carbonization technology is an effective strategy to decompose protein-rich biomass, e.g., such as microalgae, macroalgae and biofilm, thus removing the biofilm. Yang et al. reported that the total mass loss of the marine microalgae is more than 80% during the pyrolysis process because of the degradation of crude protein. Thermogravimetric analysis shows that the main weight loss of the marine macroalgae is attributed to the decomposition of the protein and carbohydrate content. However, the carbonization
treatment of the used anodes causes the weak electrochemical activity of biofilm and the reduction of MFC performance recovery, leading to an infeasible operation in practice.

Complete removal of the aged biofilm is a crucial step towards the regrowth of electrochemically activated biofilm, which determines the recovery of the used anode capacity. In some food processing plants, the biofilm attached on plastic media is thoroughly detached by soaking it in extreme pH conditions, suggesting that the treatment of extreme pH solution may be an effective way to eliminate the aged biofilm on the substrate. In line with this idea, this work proposes an alkaline treatment method of the MFC anode regeneration by soaking the used carbon-brush in alkaline solution. The used carbon-brush anodes are treated by three different ways including air drying, high-temperature carbonization and alkaline soaking to highlight the advantage of the alkaline treatment method. A series of tests including start-up process, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), cyclic voltammogram (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and MFC performance are conducted to study the mechanism of alkaline treatment on the anode. The proposed alkaline treatment is expected to be a simple and effective method to restore power generation of used MFCs in practical applications.

2 Experimental

2.1 Anode treatments

A carbon-brush with 3.0 cm in outer diameter and 4.0 cm in length was used as anode. All carbon-brushes were firstly cleaned by soaking them in acetone for twenty-four h and then rinsed in distilled water for three times. After the successful start-up of four MFCs with the cleaned carbon-brush anodes, three individual mature anodes of MFCs were operated with different treatment methods. The MFCs with used anodes treated by air drying, carbonization and alkaline soaking were labelled as MFC-D, MFC-C and MFC-A, respectively. Air drying was conducted by airing the mature anode in an oxygen-rich environmental chamber at 40 °C for ten days. Carbonization of the mature anode was performed in a high temperature furnace (JQF1100-30, China) under nitrogen atmosphere. After it was heated up to 300 °C at a rate of 5 °C min⁻¹, the mature anode was then heated up to 900 °C at a rate of 10 °C min⁻¹ and annealed for two hours. After heat-treatment, carbon-brush was cooled down to a temperature of 100 °C under nitrogen atmosphere. Alkaline treatment was carried out by immersing the mature anode in NaOH (1 M) solution for twelve h, washing in deionized water, and then air drying the electrode at room temperature for at least twenty-four h.

2.2 MFC configuration and operation

Four identical dual-chamber MFCs were fabricated with plexiglas plates. Each MFC consisted of an anode chamber (3.0 × 4.0 × 7.5 cm) and a cathode chamber (3.0 × 5.0 × 7.5 cm), which were separated by a cation exchange membrane (CEM, CMI-7000, Membrane International, USA). Carbon cloth (E-TEK, B-1A, USA) with a projected surface area of 10 cm² (2.0 × 5.0 cm) was employed as a cathode electrode. Effluent from an active acetate-fed MFC running for over two years was selected as the inoculum for the tested MFCs. The anolyte was composed of 0.68 g L⁻¹ sodium acetate, 3.0 g L⁻¹ KH₂PO₄, 6.0 g L⁻¹ Na₃HPO₄, 0.5 g L⁻¹ NaCl, 0.1 g L⁻¹ NH₄Cl, 0.1 g L⁻¹ MgSO₄·7H₂O, 15.0 mg L⁻¹ CaCl₂·2H₂O and 1.0 mL L⁻¹ trace elements solution, on the MFC performance. Both the anolyte and catholyte were pumped at 1.5 mL min⁻¹ with continuous flow. All MFCs were operated with an external resistance at 100 Ω and a temperature of 30 ± 1 °C.

2.3 Analysis method

After the different treatments of used carbon-brush anodes, the surface morphology was analysed by a SEM (VEGA3, TESCAN, Czech). XPS (XSAM800, Kratos Co., UK) was employed to analyse the composition of elements on the used carbon-brush surface. CV and EIS tests were performed with a Zennium electrochemical workstation (Zahner, Germany) using a three-electrode mode, with an anode acting as a working electrode, an Ag/AgCl electrode (+0.198 V vs. SHE) as a reference electrode, and a cathode as a counter electrode. During the measurement, the reference electrode was inserted in the anode chamber. Under turnover conditions, CV tests were conducted at a scan rate of 1 mV s⁻¹ with the potential ranging from −0.6 V to +0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Under non-turnover conditions, CV tests were performed with scan rates increasing from 1 mV s⁻¹ to 1 V s⁻¹ and potential ranging from −0.6 V to +0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl. EIS analysis was conducted at an external resistance of 1000 Ω with frequency ranging from 100 kHz to 10 mHz and sinusoidal perturbation being 10 mV amplitude.

Cell voltages of the MFCs were recorded every twenty s by a data acquisition system (Agilent 34970A, The Netherlands). The power density curves were obtained by using a variable resistance box adjusting from 5 to 2500 Ω. The power densities (P) of the MFCs were calculated according to eqn: 

\[
P = UI/A
\]

where A is the projected the surface area of cathode, and I and U stand for current and cell voltage, respectively.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Surface characteristics of the used carbon-brush anodes

After a 90 h inoculation, the four MFCs exhibited a similar steady voltage output. For clarity’s sake, only one representative MFC start-up is shown in Fig. S1.† The MFC showed a lag time of about 35 h and a stable voltage of 0.37 V. Fig. 1 displays the surface morphology of mature anode samples dealt with different treatments. Since air drying was used, the entire anode surface was covered by the microorganism (Fig. 1a). As shown in Fig. 1d, a thin and compact biofilm was formed on each carbon fiber surface. Notably, the carbonization-treated anode exhibited much rougher surface and more agglomeration than the original carbon-brush anode. From high magnification observations in Fig. 1e, agglomeration particles were tightly attached to anode surface because of carbonization treatment. The Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) results of those
particles further showed that C (80.5 wt%), O (18.4 wt%) and slight amount of P (0.7 wt%), Na (0.3 wt%) and K (0.1 wt%) were detected (Fig. S2†). It has been reported that the protein and carbohydrate components of biomass is prone to convert to a mixture of char and mineral salts during high-temperature carbonization at 900 °C, indicating that the attached agglomeration probably corresponds to char and mineral salts.19,22,23 However, after alkaline treatment, no microbes were observed on the smooth anode surface. This is because extreme alkaline conditions would lead to irreversible biofilm degradation and then biofilm detachment from the electrode surface.24,25

XPS measurements were conducted to investigate chemical compositional information of the used carbon-brush anodes with different treatments. The EDS spectrum of the original carbon-brush anode (MFC-CB) demonstrated the presence of C and O. As shown in Fig. S4a-c,† the high-resolution spectrum of C1s exhibited three main peaks at 284.6, 285.8 and 288.5 eV, which could be assigned to C–C, C–O, and C=O, respectively. Fig. S4d† shows a high-resolution O1s scan, which indicated the existence of C–O or P–O (531.7 eV) and C–O–C (533.1 eV) bonds in MFC-CB anode. The high-resolution O1s patterns of MFC-C and MFC-A anodes revealed a new C–OH (532.8 eV) bond (cf. Fig. S4e and ff). These data suggest that, compared with the original carbon-brush, both carbonization- and alkaline-treatments increase the number of carboxylic acid groups. In addition, the P2p spectrum of the MFC-C anode showed a peak at 133.3 eV associated with P=O bond, confirming phosphate functional groups on electrode surface (Fig. S4g-f†).

3.2 MFC restart-up and performance

The start-up processes of the three treated MFCs are shown in Fig. 2. Obviously, the different treatments for the used anodes significantly affected the MFC start-up. The lag time of the three treated MFCs was shorter than that of MFC-CB (thirty-five h). Interestingly, MFC-D showed the shortest lag time of fifteen h among all the treated MFCs. Because of the formation of agglomeration by carbonization, the anode surface of MFC-C can provide more attaching sites for biofilm development and thus reduce the lag time (about twenty-five h). The carbon-brush anode soaking in alkaline solution (MFC-A) may increase the affinity of microbes, and the lag time decreased to 30 h. Furthermore, after ninety h inoculation, the cell voltages reached a steady state. Notably, MFC-A exhibited a high voltage output, while MFC-D and MFC-C showed a low voltage output in comparison with MFC-CB.

Fig. 3 displays the power density curves of the three treated MFCs and the control sample MFC-CB. The discrepant recovery degree was observed in these MFCs processed by different treatments. The maximum power densities of MFC-D (1.04 ± 0.03 W m⁻²), MFC-C (1.21 ± 0.01 W m⁻²) and MFC-A (1.42 ± 0.02 W m⁻²) were restored to ~85%, 99% and 116% of MFC-CB (1.22 ± 0.01 W m⁻²), respectively. The maximum current densities of MFC-D (3.66 ± 0.08 A m⁻²), MFC-C (4.36 ± 0.07 A m⁻²) and MFC-A (7.62 ± 0.44 A m⁻²) were restored to ~59%, 71% and 123% of MFC-CB (6.17 ± 0.22 A m⁻²), respectively. In terms of the recovery degree of both maximum power and current densities, soaking the used anodes in alkaline solution is beneficial for the performance restoration of MFC.
3.3 Cyclic voltammetry analyses of anodic biofilm

CV tests were carried out to evaluate the bio-electrocatalytic activity of biofilm on the anode surface. Fig. 4a displays CVs of biofilm under turnover condition. The CV curves of the anodic biofilm exhibited similar sigmoidal catalytic waves but different levels of bio-catalytic current, which is regarded as an indicator of the bio-electrocatalytic activity of biofilm. Characterized by voltammograms in Fig. 4a, the peak current values of the MFC anodes increased in the following order: MFC-D < MFC-C < MFC-CB < MFC-A. Therefore, the electrochemical activity of the biofilm was enhanced after the used anode was treated by alkaline soaking, whereas the air drying and carbonization treatment for the used anode showed a decreased performance compared to the anode biofilm of MFC-CB.

With acetate serving as electron donors, the typical sigmoidal CV resulted from multiple turnovers of each redox system. The CVs were performed on the anodic biofilm of MFCs under non-turnover condition at a slow scan rate of 1 mV s⁻¹ to confirm dominant individual redox system. As illustrated in Fig. 4b, all MFC anodes revealed several similar reversible peaks in the absence of substrate. Among them, redox system E (marked by arrow) was the dominance of electricity generation regarding the height of peak currents. It has been reported that the redox system E was consistent with the acetate-oxidation formal potential (0.17 V) of the redox mediator, implying the electron transfer of bacteria to solid electrodes by direct electron transfer.

Moreover, the formal potential (−0.17 V) of the redox system E was consistent with the acetate-oxidation formal potential of biofilm under turnover condition, implying that the bio-electrocatalytic activity of all anodes predominantly depends on the electron transfer capability of OmcB. Therefore, the CV results under both turnover and non-turnover conditions illuminated that the bio-electrocatalytic activity of the biofilm changed using different methods to treat the used anode, whereas the anodic electron transfer mechanism of all MFCs was unchanged, corresponding to the direct electron transfer by OmcB.

3.4 Electrochemical kinetics of anodic biofilm

Although electron transfer path of all MFC anodes was identical, their electrochemical kinetics was diverged according to the CV analysis with different scan rates. As seen in Fig. 5a–d, increasing the CV scan rate (v) from 10 to 80 mV s⁻¹, there was a good linear correlation between the scan rates and peak currents of the anodic biofilm for all MFCs except MFC-D (inset in Fig. 5a–d). The linear dependence of the peak heights on the scan rates indicates typical surface-controlled electrochemical processes for anodes. In this case, the current generation of anodes is limited by the slow interfacial electron transfer between the bacterial outer membrane proteins and the anode surface. Considering OmcB mentioned above as the final electron carrier of the redox proteins in MFC anodes, it can be concluded that the performance of MFC-CB, MFC-C and MFC-A strongly depends on the electron transfer properties between OmcB and anode surfaces. The dependency of peak currents on scan rates (v) and their square roots (v¹/₂) was analyzed in Fig. 5e and f to further investigate the electron transfer of the MFC-D anode. The peak current was proportional to v (slow-scan rate range: 1–10 mV s⁻¹) while it was linear to v¹/₂ (high-scan rate range: 10–100 mV s⁻¹), implying typical diffusion-controlled electrochemical processes for the MFC-D anode. It has been reported that diffusion-control results from the confined diffusion of charge-compensating ions in the biofilm in the absence of redox mediators. This indicates that the MFC-D performance is limited by the diffusion of charge-compensating ions within the biofilm (such as acetate substrate and proton product) at high current densities. The existence of the diffusion resistance inside the biofilm of MFC-D probably results from the hindrance of parts of dead bacteria on the anode surface, which was formed via air drying treatment for the mature biofilm. This indicates that the shortest start-up times of MFC-D is partly caused by bacterial resurgence rather than the fresh biofilm formation.

As shown in Fig. 6, insights were performed to further investigate the influence of the treatments for the used anodes on the electrochemical kinetics of biofilm. On the basis of the redox peak potential of the MFC anodes with scan rates ranging from 1 to 100 mV s⁻¹, the curves of Eₚₐ – Eₚₐ for versus ln(v) (Eₚₐ is the anodic peak potential and Eₚₐ is the anodic formal potential) was plotted in Fig. 6a to analyze the electron transfer rate constant from the following equation:

$$E_{pa} = E_{pa}^{0} - \frac{RT}{nF} \ln \left[ \frac{(1 - \alpha)nFv}{RTk_{app}} \right]$$

Fig. 4 CV responses on anodic biofilms of MFC-CB, -D, -C and -A at a scan rate of 1 mV s⁻¹ under turnover (a) and non-turnover (b) condition.
where \( R \) is the ideal gas constant, \( T \) stands for the temperature in kelvin degree, \( F \) is Faraday constant, \( n \) represents the electron transfer number, \( \nu \) is the scan rate, \( \alpha \) is the charge transfer coefficient and \( k_{\text{app}} \) is the apparent electron transfer rate constant. When the separation of anodic to cathodic peak potentials was larger than 200 mV/\( n \), the \( k_{\text{app}} \) values for the redox system \( E \) could be gained according to eqn (1) and are summarized in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, the \( k_{\text{app}} \) values of the anodes of MFC-CB, MFC-D, MFC-C and MFC-A were 5.59, 1.20, 1.27 and 27.31/s, respectively. A high \( k_{\text{app}} \) of the alkaline-treated anode implies a fast electron transfer rate, while a decreased \( k_{\text{app}} \) value suggests hindered electron transfer at air drying- and carbonization-treated anodes.

In addition, EIS was carried out to evaluate the internal resistances of the MFC anodes. From Nyquist plot in Fig. 6b, the impedance spectra of four MFC anodes was successfully fitted with the equivalent circuit as described previously, in which \( R_1 \) is the resistance of oxidation or reduction processes of metal salts and \( R_{\text{ct}} \) represents the interfacial charge-transfer resistance. The detailed resistances of the MFC anodes are summarized in Table 1. The differences in the charge transfer resistances were observed. The \( R_{\text{ct}} \) values of the anode of MFC-
CB, MFC-D, MFC-C and MFC-A were 9.9, 18.8, 11.6 and 8.0 Ω, respectively. In general, a low charge transfer resistance represented a fast electron transfer rate.36–38 Thus, the lowest charge transfer resistance of the MFC-A anode suggests the fastest electron transfer rate among the four cases. The EIS result was consistent with the aforementioned electron transfer rate result. The above results demonstrate that compared with the original carbon-brush anode, the air drying, and carbonization treatments of the used anodes are detrimental to the electron transfer from bacteria to electrodes. However, the reason for decreasing electron-transfer rate was discrepant. In the case of air drying treatment, parts of dead bacteria on the anode surface might inhibit the metabolite diffusion from biofilm to solution and then the aggregate metabolite within biofilm caused an unfavorable microenvironment (i.e. low pH) for bacterial electricity generation, thus leading to a low electron-transfer rate. By comparison, after carbonization, the electrode surface might be connected with active functional group and partly covered by mineral salts (such as sodium/potassium phosphate) produced by the pyrolysis of biofilm growing in a Na⁺/K⁺-rich phosphate buffer solution.19,22 In this case, on the anode surface, the weakly conductive materials resulted from phosphate coverage is probably responsible for the decrease in the electrochemical activity area and the conductive capability of the electrode, finally leading to the reduction of the electron-transfer rate. On the other hand, the alkaline treatment for the used anode accelerated the electron transfer rate between the regenerative biofilm and the anode surface. XPS results mentioned above demonstrate that alkaline treatment could increase the numbers of carboxylic acid groups on the carbon-brush surface.36–38 Between carboxyl groups and bacterial cytochromes, the hydrogen bonding that facilitated the electron transfer is prone to be formed.36–38 Thus, the alkaline-treated anode showed the fastest electron-transfer from the electrode surface to OmcB among all the cases.

In conclusion, the performance of the MFC treated by air drying was limited by the diffusion of substrate through biofilm. A slow diffusion of products might decrease the electrochemical activity of biofilm. Thus, both the slow diffusion rate and the low electrochemical activity probably resulted in the low-recovery power generation of MFC-D. However, considering that the performance of MFC-CB, MFC-C and MFC-A mainly depended on the electron transfer between anodes and OmcB, the surface property of the electrode had significant effects. The carbonization treatment of the used anode resulted in the decrease of the electrochemical activity of the anode and thus decreased the power production of MFC-C at high current densities. On the contrary, alkaline treatment achieved a complete removal of the aging biofilm and enhanced the electrochemical activity of the regenerative biofilm, making this treatment a simple and effective method for the high-recovery of MFC performance in practical application.

4 Conclusions

In this work, the performance recovery of MFCs equipped with the used anodes treated by different methods was investigated. The proposed alkaline treatment for the used anode induces the increase in the electrochemical activity and the kinetic feature of biofilm, leading to the high-recovery of MFC performance. However, the used anode with air drying treatment cannot be reused to generate power in MFC. This is because the limited diffusion of substrate and product within biofilm decreases MFC performance recovery. The carbonization treatment of the used anode caused the weak electrochemical activity of biofilm and the reduction of MFC performance recovery.
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